Managed Services
Netflow traffic analysis
Your IP bandwidth is valuable. With Sure's NetFlow traffic analysis, we can give you real-time knowledge of what
is happening within your network for full visibility of how your service is being used. You can then use the data to
diagnose performance issues, optimise network performance and undertake policing of users. Available as a standalone option or in conjunction with our managed or monitored services. Sure's Managed Network Services are based
on IT Industry best practice and are designed to ensure that your network can change to adapt to your business needs.

Clearer visibility

Monitor your network, discover traffic patterns and identify users
and applications which are using excessive bandwidth.

Respond faster

Greater visibility into malicious or malformed traffic flows enables
faster troubleshooting and increased efficiency.

Optimise QoS policy

If your business relies on latency critical applications, working out
how class maps are performing will help confirm that prioritised
traffic passes smoothly through the network.

Easy accessibility

24/7 web interface to see your performance metrics, including
dashboards for visual correlation across all your network data
and NetFlow analytics.

Find "bandwidth-hog" users

Just a handful of users can be responsible for heavy bandwidth
consumption, but with this insight, traffic bottlenecks due to
improper or excessive network usage are avoidable.

Discover app & protocol
usage

Identify which categories consume the most bandwidth.

Wireless optimisation

Monitor wireless LAN controller traffic to ensure that, in today's
mobile world, you keep your wireless network running smoothly.

Monitor Meraki wireless

Visualize the traffic flows on your Cisco Meraki interfaces for
better monitoring of the bandwidth use in your Cisco Meraki
wireless environment.

Identify malicious traffic

Monitoring traffic highlights any malicious or intrusive traffic.

Advisory & Design
At Sure we have a team of specialist consultants with expertise in designing and optimising customer networks
including network management and monitoring. Ask your account manager how Sure's Advisory & Design
Services can help modernise your infrastructure.
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